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Abstract

The paper presents a comparative analysis of different commercial and academic software. The comparison aims to examine how 

the integrated adaptive grid refinement methodologies can deal with challenging, electromagnetic-field related problems. For this 

comparison, two bench-mark problems were examined in the paper. The first example is a solution of an L-shape domain like test 

problem, which has a singularity at a certain point in the geometry. The second problem is an induction heated aluminum rod, 

which accurate solution needs to solve non-linear, coupled physical fields. The accurate solution of this problem requires applying 

adaptive mesh generation strategies or applying a very fine mesh in the electromagnetic domain, which can significantly increase 

the computational complexity. The results show that the fully-hp adaptive meshing strategies, which are integrated into Agros Suite, 

can significantly reduce the task's computational complexity compared to the automatic h-adaptivity, which is part of the examined, 

popular commercial solvers.
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1 Introduction
The solution of an industrial design problem generally 
contains many challenging sub-tasks. The accurate mod-
eling of these electrical devices or machine design prob-
lems needs an accurate numerical solution of Partial 
Differential Equations (PDE). These modeling equations 
usually describe the interaction of different physical fields, 
respecting their mutual analysis and synthesis. Developing 
a satisfactory and sufficiently reliable model is difficult 
because of the mutual interaction of different areas [1–5]. 
Most of the advanced FEM (Finite Element Methodology) 
techniques are suitable for solving partial differential 
equations. However, a design task usually means an opti-
mization procedure, where the design parameters of an 
electrical machine should be estimated. Due to a large 

number of the design variables, the solution space is large. 
These coupled FEM models are generally computationally 
expensive [6–8]. Practical design problems generally have 
to deal with manufacturing tolerances. The applied mate-
rials contain non-linearities, inhomogeneous, or anisotro-
pic material properties. These should also be considered 
during the optimization [9–12].

Adaptive grid refinement has a crucial role in the 
improvements of the solution of Partial Differential 
Equations (PDE), which is the most computationally-in-
tensive part in the case of a wide range of engineering 
design tasks [13, 14]. Many of the applications at the cut-
ting edge of research are extraordinarily challenging. 
There are a lot of different problems during the solution 
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of different problems [15]. In our work, we are focusing 
only on the solution of the elliptic Partial Differential 
Equations, because the solution of the electromagnetic 
problems generally leads to these kinds of PDEs [15].

Self-adaptive methods have been studied around 
40 years now [16, 17]. A FEM is adaptive if it contains 
some local a posteriori error estimation capability (energy 
norm, H1 norm, L2 norm, among others) and the capabil-
ity to increase the number of Degrees Of Freedom (DOF) 
with or without a minimal user-interaction. The auto-
matic adaptivity algorithms can be divided into the fol-
lowing groups: h-adaptivity, p-adaptivity, hp-adaptivity. 
In a FEM, the problem's solution space is discretized into 
nodes and elements, where the function value is approx-
imated by a basis function, which is usually a polyno-
mial. During an h-adaptivity based refinement, only 
the mesh is refined, while a p-adaptivity based refine-
ment changes the degree of the approximating poly-
nomial in the given element [15]. The h-adaptive meth-
ods are quite well understood now, and they are usually 
implemented in commercial codes [18–20]. Academic 
researchers pay more attention on the hp-adaptive tech-
niques. These methods adapt the size of the mesh and the 
degree of the polynomials, as well. Therefore, the error 
can converge with an exponential rate in contrast to the 
conventional FEM methods. It shows the complexity of 
the hp-adaptivity that many papers showed its advantages 
in the 1980s; however, the first practical implementation 
was published only in the 1990s. Because the local esti-
mators cannot be used in this case to guide the adaptiv-
ity, they can provide the information that which elements 
should be refined, however, they cannot indicate which 
kind of adaptivity should be used (h or p) on the selected 
element. A method for making that determination is called 
a hp-adaptive strategy [15, 16]. Many novel and promis-
ing hp-adaptive strategies exist in the literature [21]. It is 
not clear which ones perform best under different situa-
tions or if any of the strategies are good enough to be used 
as a general-purpose solver. Most of them are based on 
well-posed multi-field variational formulations [22–25]. 
One of them is the Discontinuous Petrov-Galerkin (DPG) 
method. This method was elaborated on an ultraweak 
variational formulation. All the derivatives are shifted to 
the test functions, leading to non-symmetric functional 
settings, i.e., the trial and test functions do not arise from 
the same function space. The practical DPG methods 
apply broken (discontinuous) function spaces to approx-
imate the test functions at the element level. The DPG 

method is equivalent to a minimum residual method, and, 
also, it can be verified that the DPG method results in a 
mixed method, where a certain type of the residual defines 
an error representation function serving as a local error 
indicator, guiding the adaptive procedure, see the details, 
for example in [22, 26].

In this article, we present a practical comparison 
between existing and widely used commercial and open-
source applications. Those tools are preferred, which are 
used to solve electromagnetic problems and have a user-
friendly interface. Thus, those academic and open-source 
projects, which contains high quality codes, libraries, but 
requires deep knowledge in programming are not con-
sidered in this practical comparison (like, FEniCS [27], 
FreeFem++ [28], GetFEM++ [29] or GetDP [30]). 
The ANSYS, JMAG, and the COMSOL Multiphysics are 
used for the comparisons from the commercial applica-
tions. From these tools, only the Agros Suite [31] sup-
port fully hp-adaptive strategies [32–34] and FEMM [35] 
has an easy to use interface but it doesn't support auto-
matic adaptivity the mesh can be refined only manu-
ally. While JMAG does support adaptive mesh refine-
ment, it does not enable it in problems where Neumann 
Boundary Condition (BC) is applied. Therefore in case of 
JMAG, as in FEMM, manual mesh refinement is applied. 
Agros also supports time adaptivity, multi-meshing tech-
nology and can handle the hanging nodes. Time adap-
tivity can be useful to reduce the computational com-
plexity of transient problems. Multimeshing technology 
is important in the case of coupled problems [36], like 
the second showed induction heating example, where the 
accurate calculation of the skin effect needs a very fine 
mesh, however, a rough mesh is enough for the calcula-
tion of a temperature field related PDE. Hanging nodes 
can increase the computational complexity, but the imple-
mented algorithm can allow the mesh refinement around 
the closest domain around the hanging node, while exter-
nal parts require no additional refinement [37].

The paper shows two practical benchmark examples 
from the field of 2D electromagnetic calculations.

2 Example I
2.1 Electrostatic spark gap
Firstly we will start our investigation with an electro-
static variant of the classical L-shape domain like test 
problem [13]. This problem is good to examine the sin-
gular point handling performance of the different solv-
ers. The singular point means a point at the examined 
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geometry, where is not possible to define the normal and 
the gradient of the solution, because it grows there over all 
the numerical limits [38].

An electrostatic spark gap consists of two conduct-
ing electrodes, which are separated by a gap usually 
filled with a gas insulation, like air or more efficient 
insulators, like SF6 gas [39, 41]. This device is designed 
to allow an electric spark to pass between the conduc-
tors. When the potential difference between the conduc-
tors exceeds the breakdown voltage of the gas within 
the gap, a spark forms, ionizing the gas and drastically 
reducing its electrical resistance. Then an electric cur-
rent flows in the ionized gas of the gap, which reduces 
the overcurrent in the protected part of the electrical cir-
cuit. The examined 2D axisymmetric geometry and the 
applied Boundary Conditions are plotted in Fig. 1. Where, 
homogeneous Dirichlet-type Boundary Conditions are 
set on the two lateral surfaces, which meet at the re-en-
trant corner. Neumann-type Boundary Conditions (BCs) 

are prescribed on the remaining boundaries. The deriv-
atives of the solution has a singularity at the origin, this 
singularity comes from the non-convexity of the exam-
ined region. This problem is previously analyzed by dif-
ferent authors [38, 41].

However, during these different comparisons the shape 
and the position of the outer boundary layer were selected 
differently (rectangular or circular shaped outer boundar-
ies). However, due to the numerical error of the 2D axy-
simmetrc methods, the electrostatic energy increases if we 
are integrating it on a larger airgap:
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the electric field changes 
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in the range of We ≈

−
10

6 , so it is important to use exactly 
the same geometry during the analyses and compare the 
current version of these solvers again.

2.2 Results and analyses
The problem was solved by ANSYS, COMSOL, 
FEMM 4.2 (version 21 Apr 2019) [35] and Agros Suite. 
Agros Suite is a multiplatform application for the solution 
of physical problems [31]. We would like to use another 
popular FEM softwares, however JMAG doesn't contains 
a 2D axysymmetric electromagnetic solver. The commer-
cial codes contain automatic h-adaptivity, while in case of 
Agros Suite we used the full automatic hp-adaptivity with 
2nd order elements and curvilinear elements for the better 
approximation of the outer boundary (Fig. 2).

In case of FEMM, there is no option for an automatic 
hp-adaptivity, however we continuously refined the mesh 
manually, doubling the resolution (max element size is set 
to x × 0.5 in all domains using the F3 command in FEMM) 
with the built-in function of the mesh generator.

There was the convergence of the following two quan-
tities examined during the calculations:

• electrostatic energy in the air gap, 
• electric field stress in a point, very close to the singu-

larity: r = 0.01 m, z = 0.5 m.
Fig. 1 The geometry of the Electrostatic test problem, every dimension 

is given in m. The applied voltages are φ1 = 1000 V and φ0 = 0 V.
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Fig. 3 (a) summarizes the numerical results of the elec-
trostatic energy calculation with the different solvers as a 
function of the DOFs.

It can be seen from the results that the electrostatic 
energy converges in all cases to 7.63 × 10−6 J, except in the 
case of the ANSYS solution, which differs about 3–4 % 
from the other solutions. Agros Suite [31] reaches this final 
number with using only 1780 elements for the calcula-
tions. Therefore, Agros Suite needs more than eight times 
less elements to reach the same numerical precision than 
COMSOL Multiphysics (10391) or more than one hundred 
times less elements than the open-source FEMM [35]. 
The convergence behavior of the ANSYS solution seems 
similar like COMSOL Multiphysics.

In the second case (Fig. 3 (b)) the local convergence is 
examined near the point r = 0.01 m, z = 0.5 m. It can be 
seen that the local convergence is more slower for all of the 
examined solvers.

The results converges to 1.7 × 104 kV/m, the conver-
gence of the Agros Suite is the fastest in this case, as well. 
It reaches this value with the usage of 10345 elements, 
while COMSOL needs 93107 elements converge to the 
similar result.

3 Example II
3.1 Coupled field analysis
The second example demonstrates a typical induction 
heating application. The process of induction heating is 
commonly used in the manufacturing industry.

Use cases spread from surface hardening through 
annealing to shrink fit assembly. Induction heating is 
a fairly simple, clean, and quick way to heat up work-
pieces [42]. The only requirement being is that the part 
to be heated shall produce substantial losses if subjected 
to an alternating magnetic field. The alternating magnetic 
field is mostly produced by an induction heating coil sup-
plied by high current and high-frequency power supply. 
Heating coils are specifically designed for the applica-
tion as their geometry largely depends on the part to be 
heated. Their heating characteristic has to fulfill a number 
of design requirements. They might have to heat a spe-
cific area of the manufactured part only, material depen-
dent local maximal temperatures must not be exceeded, 
an even temperature profile might be required, which can 
be difficult to achieve in case of complex parts, process 
time must meet demands of production, among others.

The designed application should be insensitive to the 
manufacturing tolerances and the positioning errors. 
Moreover, the material properties can be anisotropic or 
inhomogeneous, and the mechanical and electromagnetic 
properties of the workpiece can be non-linear functions of 
the temperature of the workpiece. For example, during the 

               (а) (b)

Fig. 2 The generated hp-adaptive mesh in Agros Suite (a) and the 
distribution of the electric potential (b) in the airgap

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Numerical results of the electrostatic energy calculation with the 
different solvers in the function of the DOFs (a) and convergence of the 
different solvers in case of the electric field stress in point r = 0.01 m, 

z = 0.5 m (b).
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hardening of a steel workpiece, its magnetic permeability 
decreases to μ0 till it reaches the Curie-temperature [9].

Designing a robust induction process is a challeng-
ing task in the industry. In this case, the heating coil has 
to be designed together with temperature control of the 
process [37, 43–47].

3.2 Eddy current loss analysis
In general, an induction heating problem is often starting 
as a 3D model and then simplified to a 2D axisymmetric 
problem for the optimization rounds. The simplification 
may often be done due to the cylindrical symmetric nature 
of heating coils. Induction heating coil themselves are 
in most cases tubular, and are actively cooled with liquid. 
Therefore temperature dependent behavior of the coil mate-
rial can be neglected. Material properties of the workpiece 
however are temperature-dependent and non-linear, espe-
cially in the case of ferromagnetic materials. To accurately 
model the process of induction heating, a coupled analysis 
is often required. A coupled analysis works by linking the 
electromagnetic and thermal domains together, solving the 
problem quasi simultaneously in both domains. The cou-
pling may operate in a way that as a first step electromag-
netic problems are solved in the frequency domain, provid-
ing the Joule loss as a result. The result is then picked up by 
the coupled transient thermal model, which computes the 
temperature distribution using the losses. In the next step 
the electromagnetic solver calculates the losses using the 
changed material properties due to the heating. This iter-
ative process is continued until an equilibrium state is 
reached, or the material was at target temperature. In such 
a case it is possible to use temperature-dependent mate-
rial data for improved accuracy of results. This, of course, 
requires very precise characterization of the materials 
used, including temperature dependent magnetic permea-
bility, electric conductivity, heat capacity, heat conductiv-
ity among others as seen in [9].

Another crucial point of modeling is choosing a mesh 
with an adequate resolution. Induction heating uses high fre-
quency (usually f > 1 kHz) magnetic fields in order to achieve 
the desired temperatures. As a result, most of the losses 
would appear near the surface of parts due to skin effect.

The penetration depth of the magnetic field generated 
by the coil or the skin depth can be expressed as follows:

δ
ρ

ωµ
ρωε ρωε= + ( ) +

2
1

2

,  (3)

where
ρ is resistivity of the conductor,
ω is angular frequency of current = 2π × frequency,
μ = μr × μ0 is permeability of the conductor,
μr relative magnetic permeability of the conductor,
μ0 is the permeability of free space,
ε = εr × ε0 is permittivity of the conductor,
εr is relative permittivity of the conductor,
ε0 is the permittivity of free space.

At frequencies used by induction heating and the Eq. (3) 
can be simplified to the following from:

δ
ρ

ωµ
=

2
.  (4)

Equation (4) shows that the resulting skin depth is 
highly influenced by the material's resistivity and perme-
ability, besides the frequency. This means that the prob-
lem is more complicated in case of soft magnetic materi-
als as it may vary locally along the surface due to uneven 
magnetic field strength.

In order to demonstrate the meaning of Eq. (4) Fig. 3 (b) 
shows how skin depth is changing depending on the tem-
perature in case of different materials and same field fre-
quency. Frequency is 2000 Hz, as displayed on the Fig. 3 (b) 
itself, in the legend. The conductivity was changing linearly 
with temperature, based on the materials temperature coef-
ficient. The relative permeability of the non-magnetic mate-
rials was μr , for iron 200 and 25 as shown on figure legend. 
It can be observed how generally good conductors like cop-
per and aluminum have a high sensitivity to temperature 
changes, due their conductivity's high temperature depen-
dency. Meanwhile a steel material appears to be signifi-
cantly less sensitive to temperature change. This is of course 
only true as long as the permeability remains constant over 
the investigated temperature range. Fig. 4 compares the two 

Fig. 4 Variation of temperature of the heated material.
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cases with and without consideration of the temperature 
dependence of the resistivity the linear approximation with-
out the consideration of the temperature dependence of the 
material is much higher than the other.

Fig. 5 shows how sensitive skin depths of ferromagnetic 
materials can be to variation of relative permeability. 
The magnetic permeability of a material is in general 
a function of both H, A/m magnetic field strength and T, K 
temperature up to its specific Curie-temperature, where 
it approaches μ0 . Knowledge of the μ0 (H, T) function is 
extremely useful if modeling accuracy is the highest priority.

The resulting skin depth for an aluminum part at room 
temperature and 2 kH frequency is at 2 mm. Which means, 
depending on the size of the part, only a small portion of the 
model is actually significant for the results. Thus the part 
should have a fine enough mesh in the area where eddy cur-
rents are forming, but only a coarse mesh everywhere else.

The difficulty is that the skin depth cannot be accu-
rately predicted in advance, before the simulation, as the 
magnetic field distribution is unknown. For example the 
same aluminum part will have a 3 mm skin depth once 
it reaches 300 °C temperature. According to Fig. 5 steel's 
skin depth can vary in a large range, even at the same tem-
perature, depending on the magnetic field strength which 
influences permeability directly.

Precautiously built models therefore apply fine mesh 
density over the entire model, causing a large number 
of elements and consequently quite long solution time. 
Adaptive meshing methods can however refine the mesh 
at the most critical areas, at the expense of some computa-
tion time as well due to refinement steps.

3.3 Model description
The scope of the current paper extends to the performance 
analysis of different solvers only, the absolute modeling 
accuracy of induction heating is not the goal this time. 
Therefore the model presented in this paper shows the 
induction heating application in its simplest form, consisting 

purely of the coil and a metallic work piece that is to be 
heated through eddy current loss. Fig. 6 demonstrates the 
geometry used for this example. Table 1 lists the used mate-
rial parameters, shows additional model dimensions and the 
applied current. Both parts are symmetrical to enable use 
of model size reduction by applying a symmetry Boundary 
Condition. As a further simplification the coil is assumed 
to be free of eddy currents, thus only the phenomena taking 
place in the aluminum cylinder is considered.

Fig. 5 Variation of skin depth in case of ferromagnetic materials 
(eg. steel).

Fig. 6 Geometry used for eddy current loss analysis (axial 
symmetry around vertical axis, and mirror symmetry 

respective to horizontal axis).

Table 1 Parameters of eddy loss model

Model parameters:

Conductivity of copper 0 MS/m

Conductivity of aluminum 30.6327 MS/m

Relative permeability of all parts 1 [-]

Coil current (rms) 3500 A

Current frequency 2000 Hz

w_ext 0.02 m

w_int 0.014 m

h_ext 0.4 m

h_int 0.034 m
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The method of mesh refinement is by using adaptive 
techniques where applicable (cases Agros Suite [31], 
ANSYS and COMSOL Multiphysics) and reduction of 
global element size where adaptive techniques are not sup-
ported (cases FEMM [35] and JMAG).

Fig. 7 (a) plots the generated hp-adaptive mesh by Agros 
Suite on the part of the geometry. Fig. 7 (b) plots the calcu-
lated flux and the magnetic potential, while Fig. 7 (c) plots 
the calculated distribution of eddy losses in the aluminum 
rod. Fig. 7 (b) displays one (Z) component of the magnetic 
vector potential as the problem is of 2D type. Flux lines 
are not displayed in the figure.

3.4 Eddy current loss calculation results
The generated eddy current loss is calculated by different 
solvers (ANSYS, COMSOL, JMAG, FEMM [35], Agros 
Suite [31]) in the volume of the heated aluminum tube. 
It can be seen from the results (Fig. 8) that there is no 
huge difference between the different solvers like in the 
previous calculation. Agros Suite, ANSYS and Comsol 
has the same precision after 100 000 calculations, JMAG 
and FEMM also has a similar but a bit slower convergence 
to the resulting 2.98 kW.

Fig. 8 shows that the different solvers converge to a 
similar solution after a certain model resolution. 

According to Fig. 8 solvers of ANSYS and Agros Suite 
converge the fastest, however the difference is not as 
significant, as in Example I.

3.5 Coupled field analysis
The full solution of the example needs not only a magnetic 
field analysis, but the thermal field should be considered, 
as well. However, the material properties of the aluminum 
(heat capacity, density, heat and electrical conductivity) 
have a strong dependency on the temperature and all have 
a significant effect on the final temperature distribution of 
the heating process. The other numerical problem here is 
coming from the different behavior of the numerical fields, 
the first, eddy loss calculation problem needs a very fine 
mesh close to the edge of the aluminum rod, while the tem-
perature field and the non-linear iteration during the tran-
sient heating process can be accurate and much more faster 
with a coarser mesh. To overcome this problem, Agros Suite 
uses a multimesh technology for these calculations.

Based on Fig. 4, it can be concluded that in case of 
Example II only approximately the upper 2–4 mm radial 

   (а)               (b)                (c)

Fig. 7 The generated hp-adaptive mesh by Agros Suite on the part of the geometry (a); the calculated flux distribution and the magnetic potential (b); 
the calculated eddy loss distribution in the aluminum rod (c).
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layer of the aluminum part is playing an active role 
in heat generation from the start till the end of the pro-
cess. This translates to 6.67–13.3 % of the total area of the 
part in the axisymmetric model according to dimensions 
seen in Fig. 6. This proportion may become even smaller 
in case of higher current frequencies or different materi-
als (eg. steel). It is clear that the skin depth area, where 
Eddy-currents are present and Joule losses are forming, 
is going to be the most significant part of the electromag-
netic domain. Therefore the skin depth region requires 
an adequately fine mesh. However prediction of the skin 
depth in advance of the calculation is not possible due 
to non-linearity of the material parameters. As we could 
see in Subsection 3.2 variation of permeability has a sig-
nificant impact on skin depth. Due to the unknown skin 
depth, moreover the distribution of skin depth: since it 
may vary spatially along the investigated part, the mesh 
is chosen to represent a "worst-case" scenario. The goal 
is to make sure the model can reflect a realistic heating 
pattern. As one could expect, this usually results in model 
with an extremely high element number. Large models, 
as a rule of thumb, are computationally expensive, espe-
cially if nonlinear ferromagnetic materials are used in the 
magnetic domain. Materials with a nonlinear BH-curve 
in frequency domain analysis are usually handled by dif-
ferent numerical techniques in the different solvers solv-
er-to-solver. The nowadays used processes usually involve 
linearization around specific points in the curve as no sat-
uration-related harmonics can be part of the solution.

Opening up the scope to the thermal part of the coupled 
analysis we can see that the non-linearity of the induction 
heating problem is present even in case of magnetically 
linear materials, where relative permeability does not 
change, like aluminum. Fig. 4 shows how skin depth will 
vary in a nonlinear way depending on temperature. Based 
on this we can conclude that even magnetically linear 

materials may have a spatially non-uniform skin depth 
distribution, making coupled analysis an essential method 
for similar applications. Special attention could be paid 
to the fact that the thermal model requires significantly 
lower mesh resolution compared to the electromagnetic 
domain. However the resolution shall still be high enough 
to accurately represent the heat sources (the Joule loss dis-
tribution itself) in the model. Therefore accurately map-
ping the losses calculated by the electromagnetic solver 
into the thermal model, and then transferring the mate-
rial temperature changes back into the electromagnetic 
domain are the most crucial steps in coupled analysis.

In practical use coupled analysis if often applied in order 
to optimize an induction heating coil shape or the geom-
etry of the heated part for a certain heating application. 
The process of optimization requires many iterative simu-
lations of the same model with slight changes, in order to 
reach the optimization target. It is easy to conclude that 
large, precise, over-meshed models might result in a com-
putationally expensive optimization process, either mean-
ing slowly appearing results or high utilization of a cluster, 
likely with increased costs. However models which lack 
the overall accuracy, might not worth being used for opti-
mization as the results could be sub-optimal.

Utilization of adaptive solvers, that take into account 
the required precision for each step in both electromag-
netic and thermal domain and continuously keeping the 
mesh fit for the purpose, might resolve this conflict.

4 Conclusions
The paper presented a practical performance comparison 
of selected commercial and open-source tools. The goal 
of the analysis is to compare some FEM tools widely 
used in the industry with similar, open-source FEM tools, 
which have a user-friendly interface. The subject of the 
analysis is the electromagnetic design and show to the 
potential of the hp-adaptive mesh generation in the elec-
trical design problems. Only the Agros Suite has a fully 
hp-adaptive mesh generation library from the examined 
tools. It can be seen that these novel methods can signifi-
cantly decrease the computational complexity and time 
in the future. The result of the first example showed that 
these hp-adaptive algorithms could converge ten times 
faster than the automatical h-adaptivity, which is built into 
the commercial codes. There are also minor differences 
between the commercial tools converges, but it seems not 
significant and depends on the selected problem.

Fig. 8 Convergence of the different solvers in case of the eddy current 
loss calculation in the aluminum tube.
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